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CROW' S NEST

'Finding the one you love .
is finding yourself
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA--ST. PETERSBURG CAMPUS
Vol. 11
No. 3
October 19, 1979

Starring
Henry Winkler - Sally Field - Harrison Ford Val Avery
Heroes, offers superb performances by Henry
Winkler, best known as 'Fonzie' of TV's Happy Days
and Sally Field of"Smokey and the Bandit". Here is
a poignant, sensitive, sometimes hilarious story of a
Vietnam veteran's reorientation into society. After
escaping the psychiatric ward of a New York V.A.
hospital, Winkler sets out for California with hopes
of beginning a worm farm with several war buddies. Along the way he meets Sally Field and what
initially was an antagonistic relationship develops
into love and the road to recovery for Winkler.

" ••. well directed and wonderfully acted .•• "
--George Anthony TORONTO SUN

OCTOBER 2(0

COLOR

113 minutes

Rated: PG

ROBERT ALTMAN'S

Suzannah York, Marcel Bozzufi
Columbia; Directed by Robert Altman
103 minutes
Color; Rated R:
Hitchcock-like suspe nse turns IMAGES into a stunning psychologica l exploration of an individuals mind
-a portrait of a woman's schizophrenia. She's driven
by the ext remes of modern living into a world of fan tasy which leads ultimately to violence. Much of th e
fi lm's impact is due to the macabre music of John
Williams and the brilliant high contrast photography
of Vilmos Sizigmond.
NOVEMBER 2,

STUD£nr WAJlS -auartcr

1~A11SPOttr ~ A\D:
CtTy SUS ~3,,

Any student planning to process a ~ Guaranteed
Student Loan through Florida Federal Savings &
Loan, such loan to begin with Quarter II, should Stops at USF- St. Pete at 20
be aware that that institution has now put into minutes to the hour.
effect a new deadline.
Connections can be made at
Williams Park. Contact the
No application will be processed by Florida
Student Affairs Office (SPB·
Federal after the first day of the quarter.
114) or call City Transit.
Therefore, applications must be in to the Finan- (822-5662) ·for details.
cial Aid Office at least one month prior to the
beginning of the first ' quarter for which the
loan is requested.
Persons seeking riders and
drivers to all campuses,
for day or evening, please
contact the Activities Office
and sign up now for. Quarter
l hd ; •• , :.~ ............ ,.........
I. Meet new friends ••.
and conserve gas.

nutsheJI The annual
with all of it

Nutshell magazine makes its
annual appearance on campus
th1s month. filled with articles
written exclus1vely for the
college commun 1ty. From
academ1cs to sports to studen t
entertainment. Nutshell has 1t all .

IT'S FREE AGAIN FROM

ComplimeRts of Student Aetivitiee
WOW! USF ST. PETE FLAG
FOOTBALL TEAM IS UNDEFEATED!
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museum of 1Lne Art' ~ st, Petet3bUQJ
CHARLES BURCHFIELD EXHIBITION
The exhibition, "Charles Burchfield : His Painting· ·and Related Work," '"ill
be shown at the Museum of Fine Arts, St. Petersburg, October 13 to November
4. The exhibition was organized by the Burchfield Center at the State
University of New York at Buffalo.
Burchfield is not only one of the greatest American watercolorists, but
he also painted some of the· largest 'wrks done in this media. The exhibition consists of twelve large watercolor paintings and a number of sketches,
drawings, wallpaper designs, and doodles. "Many of my more serious drawings are often embellished with doodles that have no relation whatever to
the drawing. I don't like this, but it happens nevertheless." Such bits of
whimsicality of fantasy lighten the "loneliness, isolation and a kind of
stark. nnsrAlr;ia" typic.::t1 nf his work,
Charles Burchfield was born in 1893 in Ashtabula, Ohio, and studied at
the Cleveland School of Art. From 1921 to 1929 he was employed by the
Burge Company in Buffalo, New York, as a designer of wallpaper. He lived
and worked in the Buffalo area until his death in 1969. "I could never
get down on paper the ideas for pictures that throng my mind. I thank God
for creating me and allowing me to live in His work."
Burchfield was very much his own man. His work is not derivative nor is
he associated with any school or movement. Intrigued by the changes wrought
by season and weather, he carried on a lifelong love affair with nature
and was facinated with old houses which he often sought to humanize, the
t.rindows many times looking like eyes.
A film, "The Sites of a City : Charles Burc~field's Buffalo," will be
shown in the Marly Room of the Museum each Thursday at 1:30 ·and Sunday
at 2:00 from Sunday, October 13 to Sunday, November 4. The 30 minute
film presents not only the majority of the major watercolors that Burchfield
painted of Buffalo neighborhoods, but also the sites as they appear today.
In the period covered by the film, 1922-1962, Burchfield ranged out from
the Lower West Side, painting scenes from the Harbor, Downtown, the East
Side and South Park. Selections from Beethoven constitute the background
music.
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1LSJ' fWJC ls nwnt?£R 1 in nA.Tt01l
" " ' ". . . . . . . . .
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•

•

...

.

--

The University of South Florida's 43 member ROTC unit has won top
honors as the number one ROTC unit in the nation.
According to USF Professor of Military Science, Major Milton Corley,
the unit ,.,on the "Warrior of the Pacific" trophy following competition t:his
summer with 288 major college ROTC teams from across the country.
.
...
USF was awarded first place recognition earlier in the · summer within
the first ROTC region.
·· •
USF tied with the University of Florida ROTC unit for the national ·
trophy, eventhough USF had beaten UF in the regional contest at Ft. Bragg, .
N. C. Major Corley explained that the cadet scores were graded by a comput.e r
tha t gave universities different weights in the national competition.
Competin~ in s~ch areas as weapons skills , military leadership abil~·t;:y,
advanced physl.cal f1.tness and first aid, eleven of the USF cadets ·finished
first in their fifty man platoons and two were rated number one· in their ·
250 man companies.
·
·
Cadet Lt. Col. Paul G. McCoy was winner of the· "Association of U. g~ · ·.·
Army" medal. He was the top graduate in his battallion and high scorer
at Advance Camp ~ithin the Tampa area group. He was third of 3,322 cadets
overall.
,
According to one of their instructors, Capt. Charley Marino· Jr., "The.
success that our cadets have achieved is in direct proportion to the number
of hours that they spent in training and total dedication to their training.
It attests to their abilities as future Army Officers."
·
Captain Marino also stated, "Most of the training was conducted by t .he
senior cadets in the ROTC program. Last year's graduating seniors were .
responsible for the training that the winning cadets received. This year's
group will train our juniors to be equally s uccessful · at the 1980 ROTC
Advance Camp. The formula is simple: winners produce winners."

Many girls are behind in reading skills . . The Girls Clubs of· Pinellas
County has an answer to this problem, but we need your help.. Two hours
a we~k is ~11 it takes to be a tutor and to help a girl improve her
read1.~g sk~lls.
We offer a training program in the use of special
mater1.als. For more information on the Girls Clubs Reading Program
call: 461-1653 or 461-1654.
'
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Sodif l sclence hmwr

societg Cf/.tJrteiPd at U5.T

The Un~versity of South Florida College
of Social and Behavioral Sciences held a
charter membership meeting Oct. 3 for the new
chapter of the National Social Science Honor
Society, Pi Gamma Mu.
Membership is open to juniors, seniors,
graduate st~dents and faculty with 30 or more
quarter hours of social science studies and
at least a 3.0 grade point average . Pi . Gamma
Mu curr,ently has 1~0 chapters and 115,000
members, nationwide.
Dr. Roy VanNeste, history department and
Stuart Teller, senior political science major,
are the coordinators .
Dr. Larry Durrance~ Florida Southern
College, ,.,ill install the new chapter at the
formal initiation ceremonies Nov. 11, at 7 PM
in the University ·center Ballroom (CTR 251).
Please contact Dr. VanNeste 974- 2688, or
TeJ ler, 971-2479 for further information.

-----

crow$

n.est
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The GROW'S NEST is printed biweekly on Tuesdays. If you
have any info.r mation, fea tures,
personals , free student-tostudent advertisements (for
rent, for sale, etc.) please
leave them at the Activities
Office. Deadline for submitted material is the preceding
Thursday before publication.
Programs, activities and
facilities of USF are available to all on a non- discriminatory basis without regard
to color, race, creed, sex ,
religion, age or national
origin. USF is an affirmative
Equal Opportunity Employer.
The GROW'S NEST is printed by
"thP Student Activities OfficP .

PRJVATE SCHOLA RS1-I JP5,
FfLLOWSH IPS '

#

Q

POSJ~

51-'AmPS

ON SALE IN THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES
OFFICE (SPB-113).

bel t"eve if !
IN CONCERT

... . '

OO@~o ®W~®~$·:
@~o~ ~~~ :
SUb\1DAY, OCT. 28

I

In response to many inquiries concerning
financial assistance programs offered by
private groups outside. the school, the Financial Aid Office now has a volume available that
lists many such resources. While this office
cannot recommend any specific fund or agency,
it will provide the information for any
students wishi ng to do their own research on
this matter. The v"o lume may not be taken
from the Financial Aid Office.
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Two concerts are scheduled
at Clearwater Guitar Ga llery
(1088 Kapp Drive, Clearwater ) :
Oct. 21-ELAN ON FIDDLE-3 PM
FREE

.·.

uruversiJtl o·f- sou.t~1 jlorloo.;· st. perersburg
&Uditoriu~~n... .83t) f~rs{s

street: s... 3~oo'""5:ooPM

FFl'EEo ..OPE(\l·TO ·TI-4 E· P~.3t1C. ·~;

Oct. 26- KEN SPOONER-8:3 0 PM
and
STEVE STANGE
$2.50

...

'l"he NE~I YORKERS concert is providP.d by a grant from the Husic Pc r fo:"!l~.:-:ce Tr,.;s':. !'U.r.:is • •
public service organization created and f j nanccd by the Recording Ir.::·. .1tries ...::-.~er agre•·
ments with the 1\!~crican Fedo?ration of l!usicians. The g rant was ol.>ta...:.cd .. it!- :.:.c coov.~
ation of r.ocal 4 27 , American Federation of Mu~:idans .
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4.

2.

B.

C.

Traffic and Park1ny
Regulations
Governing the Use of
Vehicles
on the

St. Petersburg Campus

A.

REGISTRATION REGULATIONS
A.

D.

E.

F.

Vehicles used on campus by faculty, staff, and ~on·
c~ssionaire employees. n•ght or day, full·t•me o r part·
time, must be r~gistered and must bear a distmctive USF
decal.
Vehicles may be registered during formal registration at
the beginning of each academic quarter, or anytime be·
tween 8:00 a.m. and 4·00 p.m. on weekdays at the
Cashier's Office in Building "A."
Any person wishing to reg•ster a veh1c1e must pre~en t a
valid faculty, st.. tl, student, or employee identification
which will form the basis for the type o f decal to be
issued.
Vehicles used by faculty, s•aff, concessionaire employees
and OPS employees must be registered during the person·
nel processing period II a vehicle is brought to the Uni
versity after the proces~•ng penod, It must be reg•stered
tilt: rust day en C3mpus.
All registrations and dist•nctive decals for an academic
year expire on August 31
except for bicycles. Regist• a·
tlon and decals for bicycles are valid for four years.
There is no grace period lor regist ration of veh•cles and
of d1stmct;ve decal. Operators of unregistered
vehicles are subject to fine •n accordance w•th the Sched·
ule of Violation Charges. paragraph 14.
No person may reg•ster o vehicle under his or her name
which belongs to another staff member, student, or em·
ployee.
acqui~ition

G.

FOREWORD
The policies and regulauon; •
ned herein are given the effect of
law by Florida Statutes, S...: :.~; 239.53·239.58, which are quoted
in part below:
1 "The Board of Regerts sn;; adopt and promulgate rules and
regulations which it 'nds raecessary, conven•ent or advisable
for the safety. welfare and r,ea''h of the students, faculty members, and al l other persons. govern•ng traffic on the grounds of
each institution of h•gher iearr11ng under its ma nagement
When promulgated. said ruii?S and regulations shall have the
force and effect of mun•c•pa ordinances of the adjacent munic•pality and shall be enforceable as such, as herein provided.
All o rdinances of the adjacerat municipality relating to traffic
which are not in confl ct or ncon~•ste n t wi th the tlaffic rul~s
and regulations adopted b' ·~e Boa•d of Regents shall extend*
and be applicalbe to tile :1•ounds of the mstitute of lllgher
learning."
T h ese regulations have beer ~corded under the Flo11da State
Administrat•ve Procedures Act

.,,.a

PARKING DEFINED· Any .eh icla s1opped on the side of the road
or off the road. The parked condition of the vehicle is not altered
by occupa ncy, motor runn .ng. or flashing hazard light.

B.

A

8

c.
D

E.

Decals for vehicles w•th three wheels or more.
1 If registered prior to or during
Quarter I
$20.00
2. If registered at the beg•n•vng
or duri ng Quarter II
. $16.00
3. If registered at the beginnrng
or during Quarter Il l
. $12.00
4. If registered at :he beginning
or dunng Quaner IV
$8.00
5. If registered for .tny ~·ngle quarter
or f ra~tion the• eo!
$8.00
Decal for two-wheeled ra1otor veh•cles
$5.00
1.00
Decal lor bicycle ..
Charge for replac1ng lost , damaged or
destroyed d ecals
.$ 1 00
(remains of old decals must be brought to Cash•er's Ollie~ .
Affidavit must be s1gn>!d lor loH or stolen decals. I
Disabled operators in accordance
with Para 316.163, Chapter 316.
. No Charge
Florida Statutes
There wil l be no refunds after a veh•cle h~s b een registered

.s

K.

AND TEMPORARY PARK ING

Decals serving as evidence of reg•stratlon w il l be 1ssued to
each registrant. Decals w•ll be immediately and perma·
nently affixed to the registered vehicle in accordance with
•nstruct•ons on the decal format. If not affixed, reg•stra·
t10n shell be invalid
Decals for two-wheeled vehicles (motorcycles, mo-peds,
and bicycles) will be displayed on the rear lender.
Decals ore •ssued for a specific vehicle and operator. They
are not transferable.

D.

Decals must be removed from a vehicle on disposal of the
vehicle.

E.

Decals <hall not be riel aced or reproduced.

F.

Only current USF decals shall be displayed on any regis·
tered vehicle.
Tempo1ary parking perm•ts will be v1sibly displayed over
the dashboard in the front window o f automobiles or
taped in a clearly visible manner on other vehicles.

G.

5.

DECALS,

C.

6.

A.

B.
C.
D.
E.

F.
G.

H.

I.

J.

Traffic rules, regulations, and directive signs governing the
use of rnotor vehicles are in effect 24 hours a day, unless
specifically limited Inclement weather does not bar t heir
enforcement.
Motori$1S shall yield the right-of way to pedestrians cross·
ing the roadway with•n a c rosswalk.
The campus speed ltrmt is 10 m.p h. unless otherwise
posted.
U-turns are prohibited on campus at all times.
Unnecessary no•se lr om horns and mu fliers or any other
noisemaking dev1ce IS strictly prohibited on campus at all
times.
It is unlawful to drive on sidewalks. paths, or g1ass.
All vehicles must be brought to a complete stop b efore
proceeding through intersections where $tOp signs are lo·
cated .
It is unlawful to dnve around a bamcade or dnve on a
section of road under construction unless indicated open
for traffic.
It is unlawful to tear down. alter. deface, or remove a
traffic control dev1ce or detour sign.
TO ASSIST BLIND PERSONS (WHITE CANE LAW)
State Statute 413.07
Par. 2 Whenever a pedestnan •s crossing or altell•J.Jtrng to
cross a public street or highway, guided by" gu•cle dog o<
ca~rylng in a raised o r extended position a cane walktrHJ
stick which i' w h •te •n color or tipped w1th red, t h~ rlr~vP1
of every vehicle approachmg the intersection o r place
where such pedestrian •s attempting to cross. shall takr
such precautions as may be necessorY to avoid in,unnq
<uch pedestrian .
Par. 4 Any person who v•olat~s any provision of th1s sectinn, 'hall upon summNy C<.lnvictio n thereof, be sen·
tcnced •o PdY a f•ne not P•CePding twenty dollars and
cost< of prosecution, and .n d fault of payme•H thereof.
shall unL !)0 11npr 1t.onmer•t not ..,.xceedtng tt~n clays.

A LL PERTINENT FLORIDA TRAFFIC LAWS :ARE
APPLICABLE EVEN THOUGH NOT MENTIONED
SPECIFICALLY HEREIN.

PARKING REGULATIONS
A

B.

Vehtcles shall be parked only •n spaces • l'Ct ICdlly
mad;ed fer park.n!J. The absence of NO PARKING signs
does not 11nply that park•ng is allowed.
Mota• veh1c1es mus t be parked w•thin thu a•Jtho11zed
parking space Park•ng on or over a marker l~ne IS pro·
hibited. Veh•r.l~s parked parallel to a curb shall be within
one foot of the curb and insidP parkmg markers

C.

Veh1cles shall not be parked '" su~h a manner as to ob·
struct vehiculnr 1pedestrian traff•c OR WHEELCHAIR
RAMPS, or interfere w•th normal operational activities, or
create J ha7arci

D.
E.

Double park•ng " prohibited at all t mes.
Park•ng on gran, sidewalks, or crosswalks, loadrr.g zones,
or on streets, except where <pec•f•cally marked fo1 park·
ing is prohib1ted.

F.

Persons who have reg•stered 1ehicles and temporanly 15
d9ys or less) drivo another r>r. m•J<t a~q<11rP. ~ t•mporMy
parking permit.

G.

Any vehicle parked on
of t he owner

H.

D•sablod or abdndoned vehicl ·s shall be towed away at
the owner's oxl)ense after b 1n parked on campus for
t hree days or more.

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS

3. VEHICLE REG ISTRATION FEES

F.

"

DISPLAYING
PERMITS

--------------------------------------------~
Pa~~ven___________

camp~s

shall be parked ol the mk

Major repa~rs to v~hrcles shal not be performed on cam·
pus.

J.

Veh icles w•ll not enter or park w•th•n tile coni nes ol any
building unless specif•cally approved for rep.tlf, parking or
storage of vehicles.

K.

Except•ons to these regulat1ons may be appi•Pd for at
Campus Pohce.

7 . TOW AWAY POLICY
Vehicles are subject to being I< wPd awav at th~ operator's
expense under any of the lollowrng cond•tions
A.
B.

C.

D isabled or abandoned h•r three days or mo•e
Obstructing veh•cu lar or pedest11an tralf•c or wheelchalf
rarnps, interfering wllh university operatioo1al ~ct1V1ties. or
creating a hazard to persons or eQuipment
Failure to respond to one or "'Ore valid park•ng t•ckets.

8 . SPECIA L PARKING FACIL ITIES
A.

Any student, staff, fdc u lty or concessionaire member w•th
a physical disability which •mpedPs walking may apply to
the T raffic Depart111ent for a special rPservcd parking
space.

B.

Assignment o f lots to staff , students, and Vl\ltors shal l be
ap plicable from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p .m . each norma l
working day only.

9. STAFF AND STUDENT PARKING
A.

B.

Students may not park in staff lots, nor may ~tall park in
student lots except after 5:00p.m. on normal wo• k days
o r on h o lidays.
Sp ecia l stall spaces are marked Reserved 24 Hours Staff
Only. T hese spaces are reserved at all times lor stall and
l~culty. Students mdy not park •n these space> at any
t1me.

(Continued on Page

Eight)
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(Continued -From Page Seven)
10.

REGULAT IO NS GOVERN I NG SCOOTERS, MOTOR
CYCLES, BICYCLES AND MOPEDS
A.

Drovers are responsible lor observing t he same t raffic regulatrons as those governing automobiles.

8.

Driving or · riding scooters, mopeds or motorcycles on
grass, sidewalks, or rn the confines of a buildir)g is prohibited.

C.

It is unlawful tor mo re tha n one perso n to r ide at· the
same time unless the vehicle is designed for and equipped
with a seat for the second person.

D.

Drivers shall park onl y in specral racks or designated arc3s.

E.

Parking in automobile parking spaces on campus i s prohibited at al l times.

8.

C.

12.

B.

All persons who are ticketed for non·moving violattons
shall remit fines at the Cashier'_s Office with in three
workrng days from the date of the ·t rcket. Violat ron
· charges accordrng to the publrslied schedule are payab·le
immediately. Persons wi'•O do not have the amount of t11e
violation. charge available shall report to the Campus PeIrce within three working days from the date of the t tcket
and arra nge for extended payment.

8.

Parking Violations Out of Area: each
In Reserved Handicapped Space . .

C.
D.

Vehicle Registration VioJat ions: each .
Late Charges
1. After three working days . . . .
2. After seven more working days .

B.

16.

8.

If th A citation is not cleared within t hree working days
froin the date of the citation, a late charge of one dollar
will be added to the violation charge for each additional
seven days.

OTHER PENALTI ES
A.

If no respon'se rs received with in ten working days from
the date of a deli nquent notice of a violation, parking
pri.velsges for vehicles registered in the viol ator's name
may be revoked.

B.

Permission tci operate a vehrcl e on campus may be revoked for a period up to 12 months and the operator so
notified by the Campus Police whenever:

C.

Any person falsifies or misrepresents information
when applying for drivi ng and parking priveleges.

2.

Any p erson lends his vehicle to another when the
latter Is not entit led to driving priveleges.

Speaking of books . •• ~f term papers and the thought of midterms coming
up have you climbing the wall, why not take home something to relax the
thought processes and get the nerves untangled~ For the ladies, Nora Kinzer's
Stress and the American Woman shows you hm.,r to combat this villain of our
times. · Also two books by and about Betty Ford are interesting: The Times of
My Life,and First Lady's Lady by Sheila Weidenfeld .
I especially recommend the following for that unwinding weekend: Sam
Levenson's You Don't Have to be in Who's Who to Know What's What and Aunt
Erma's Co e Book: How to Get From Monday to Friday ... in 12 days, by Erma
Reading
Bombeck. (w~o else. There s a good var~ety in the Recreat
collection, how about checking it out? (Pun intended).
By the way, about that " hurricane wait," I'd advise you to park yonr
cars 'way north and west of Aunt Hattie's.

Any violation not cleared at t he end of 17 days shall be
r eferred to Finance and Accounting, Tampa Campus, for
collection.

Parking in No Parking zone or loadi ng zone
Parki ng facing traffic or backed into diagona: or per·
pendicular parking space

4.

Parking In reserved or handicapped space

5.
6.

Overtime parking
Double parking

7.

Park ing which blocks traffic

8.

Parking on grass (ot her than desrgnated areas)

The following ~hall constitute registration violations:

2.

1.

The ''Natural Disaster Preparedness" lecture given by Mr. Vinny D'Angelo
the other day was most informative. Having been buffeted by only the fringe
of David earlier this fall, then arriving back here to hold my breath over
which way Frederic was heading made the slide presentation very convincing·.
Mr. D'Angelo repeatedly mentioned the library as being the safest place on
campus to ride out a storm and I agree with him. So the library staff wishes
to extend an invitation to all who get caught on campus by the next hurricane
to bring your flashlights and sleeping bags and we'll furnish every one with
a good book. Food for thought--sandbags extra .

Parking out of assigned area

3.

1.

1.00
1:00
1.00

Any individual who receives a pa.king ci ta tion must either
mail payment in the envelope provided, pay i t at the
Cashier's Offrce or arrange to pay the violation charge to
the Cashier's Offrce with_in three working days.

The right to a formal hearrng vvrll be forfeltert 'after sevRn
working days from the date of t he ticket.

The following shall be ticketed as park rng (non-moving)
violations:

. . $ 2.00
.10.00
.10.00

A.

Any person who alleges being unjustl y trcketed and
wishes to have a hearing shall rep_ort to the Campus Poli-:e
within seven wor krng days from the dat2 of the t·~lo.et dl'rd
arrange for a formal appeal to the Director of Acimrnis·
trative Affairs.

1.
2.

Failu re to register vehicle.

15. PAYM ENT OF F I!'JES

If any vehicle is found on the campus rn vrolatron of th e~e
r egulations, the person in INhOStl n'ame ch~ vehicle is reoistered (in campus and l or state records) shall be responsible
for the violation.

13. SPEC I FIC VIOLATIONS
A.

4.

3. After another seven work i n~ days

All vehicles or operators involved rn traffic or parkrng
violations shall be ticketed by members of the Campus
Police. The citation shall show the nature ol the violation
and the rdentity of the issu rng offrcer.

HEARING
A.

Attaching decals to a vehicle. other than that for
which they were obtained.

14. SCHEDULE OF VIOLATION CHA RGES
A. Accidents and accidents causing injuries shal r be referred
to St. Petersburg Pol ice Department.

11 . VIOLATI ON PAYMENT PROCEDURE
A.

3.

Any regrstration obtarned th rough
ful misrepresentation.

fal~ehood

or wtll·

Failure to attach decals in accordance wrth soctron

411:.

"

Programs, activities and facilities of the Unive1sity of South Florida.
are available to all on a non-discriminatory basis, without regard to
race, color, creed, religion, sex, age, nations/ origin, or handicap.
The University is an affirmative action Equal Opportunity
Employer.

USF St. Pete does not have a day care center on campus, but the Office of
Student Services coordinates a unique ·program of direct assistance with
day care costs to student- parents with pre- school children.
For complete information, please contact Edna Hubner (SPB- 114).

-
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GOVERNME~T

OPEN

The USF- St. Pete Campus Student
Government has several openings.
Representatives are needed from
the following Colleges:
o Education

(1)

• Engineering

(1)

o Nursing

(1)

o Special Student

(3)

ALERT~~

AcMentiC Orief"tt311CJL

.Por neuJ Student~
All new students on the St.
Petersburg Campus must attend
Academic Orientation/Advising
on Jan. 4, 1980 at either
10 a.m. or 6 p.m. in the North
Lounge of "B" Building, St.
Petersburg Campus.

1lelf: e~~~:~~re!e ~~t&ua~?~'l.~t!f~!.
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TYPING? Call Mrs. D at 447-689 0 for
.all·your typewritten assignments!
Materials furnished, low reasonable
1 - - -D
- rs_co_uN
_ T_s - - - - - 1 rate - also copies.
PINELLAS INSTITUTE OF KARATE (667
T'iPING SERVICE specializing in
Central Ave.) 822- 0666. 10% discount
manuscripts
and editing·. Call D. Evans
for USF students with ID.
(525- 1315). Author's Assistant,
College English Dept. e~perience.
PLITT THEATRE tickets are on sale in
the Student Activities Office. Tickets
BABYSITTiNG on weekends. Some during
are $2 each and can be used at the
the week. Contact P. Ham, 822- 6013.
Pla za I and II, Dolphin, Sunshine
Mall theatres.
ROOM.FOR RENT
CRAFT SHOWCASE at Tyrone Square Mall
Need to rent a room? Have spare beduffers a 10% discutmt on purchases
room available for female only. Includes privileges of entire home,
e-d-:-:c0-s-::-:-e-: -: -s R
....
•
plus food. You·mess, you clean.
Rent $200 . Contact Theresa 525-2868.
Available to all members of the campus
community.
AVAILABLE
SERVICES
AKC Red Mini-Dachshunds. Champion
breeds of both sire and bitch. Pups
HOUSING INFORMATION? Contact Edna
born 9/24/79 . Available 11/12/79.
Hubner in Student Affairs Office,
All female. Contact Theresa 525-2868.
SPB 114.

:!s~!~!P{l ~::-:-.

opening Oct. 17 at 2 p.m. at the USF, Tampa Campus.
The Perrier Parcourse Fitness Circuit will incorporate running and a
detailed series of prescribed exercises to provide a total workout, according
to Chuck Smith, an associate professor of physical education and one of the
original initiators of bringing the Parcourse trail to USF.
Signs along the one-and- a-half mile trail instruct the runner to stop at
any or all of the 18 exercise stations along the way and spend a few minutes
doing exercises that will help with flexibility, strength and muscle tone.
The trail has been made possible by a Perrier Parcourse Grant Program,
although many of the materials were donated by local businesses and the actual
construction of signs and station stops has been done by physical education .
staff members and majors.
The opening will feature a free fitness clinic, conducted by Parcourse
fitness . experts, and all entrants will receive a free Perrier Parcouse Fitness t-shirt. Free glasses of Perrier water will also be served.
The run will begin on Sycamore Drive, across from the Baptist Student
Union, where entrants will be led to the trail which is located adjacent to
E. Holly Drive, between Maple and Sycamore Drives.
The opening and regular use of the trail is free and open to the public.
For further information, call 974- 2125.

...
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o_M_O_C_AME_RA--S-T-OR_E_S_i_s~

LAW SCHOOL reference materials and
related informati~n available. Contact
Dr. Regis Factor, SPA 207.
SECRETARIAL SERVICES: Professional
typing done in my home. Accurate;
reliable; reasonable; prompt. Call
Stephanie: 345-3549. Dissertations,
Term Papers, Personal and Business:
Law Reviews.
LOST AND FOUND ••. Contact Student
Activities Office (SPB -113).

WANTED ·
Ivan ted: the follm.ring used books:

Inequality Controversy, Inequality:
Sqc. Str., Freudian Psych., and The
Culture of Narcissi~m. Call Willie,
397-8124.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Can you spare 1-1~ hrs ., twice a week,
to teach an adult to read and write?
Call Vic Johnson, 525- 4173 or leave
your name with Student Activities.
No experience necessary. Training will
be provided by St. Pete Literacy
Council.

Untitled
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'Finding the one you love is finding yourself
Starring Henry Winkler - Sally Field - Harrison Ford - Val Avery
Heroes, offers superb performances by Henry Winkler, best known as
'Fonzie' of TV's Happy Days and Sally Field of"Smokey and the Bandit".
Here is a poignant, sensitive, sometimes hilarious story of a
Vietnam veteran's reorientation into society. After escaping the
psychiatric ward of a New York V.A. hospital, Winkler sets out for
California with hopes of beginning a worm farm with several war buddies.
Along the way he meets Sally Field and what initially was an antagonistic
relationship develops into love and the road to recovery for Winkler.
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"...well directed and wonderfully acted ..."
--George Anthony TORONTO SUN
OCTOBER 20 COLOR 113 minutes Rated: PG
ROBERT ALTMAN'S
Suzannah York, Marcel Bozzufi
Columbia; Directed by Robert Altman
Color; Rated R: 103 minutes
Hitchcock-like suspense turns IMAGES into a stunning psychological exploration
of an individuals mind -a portrait of a woman's schizophrenia. She's driven
by the extremes of modern living into a world of fantasy which leads ultimately
to violence. Much of the film's impact is due to the macabre music of John
Williams and the brilliant high contrast photography of Vilmos Sizigmond.
NOVEMBER 2,
CROW'S NEST
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STUDENT LOANS Quarter 2
Any student planning to process a Guaranteed
Student Loan through Florida Federal Savings &
Loan, such loan to begin with Quarter II, should
be aware that that institution has now put into
effect a new deadline.
No application will be processed by Florida Federal after the first day of
the quarter. Therefore, applications must be in to the Financial Aid Office
at least one month prior to the beginning of the first ' quarter for which the
loan is requested.
nutshell The annual with all of it
Nutshell magazine makes its annual appearance on campus
this month. filled with articles written exclus1vely for the
college community. From academics to sports to student
entertainment. Nutshell has it all .
IT'S FREE AGAIN FROM
Compliments of Student Activities
Transport-AID:
City BUS #33
Stops at USF- St. Pete at 20 minutes to the hour.
Connections can be made at Williams Park. Contact the
Student Affairs Office (SPB-114) or call City Transit.
(822-5662) for details.
Persons seeking riders and drivers to all campuses,
for day or evening, please contact the Activities Office
Page 1
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and sign up now for. QuarterI. Meet new friends. and conserve gas.
WOW! USF ST. PETE FLAG FOOTBALL TEAM IS UNDEFEATED!
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Museum of Fine Art St. Petersburg
CHARLES BURCHFIELD EXHIBITION
The exhibition, "Charles Burchfield : His Painting and Related Work,will
be shown at the Museum of Fine Arts, St. Petersburg, October 13 to November
4. The exhibition was organized by the Burchfield Center at the State
University of New York at Buffalo.
Burchfield is not only one of the greatest American watercolorists, but
he also painted some of the largest works done in this media. The exhibition
consists of twelve large watercolor paintings and a number of sketches,
drawings, wallpaper designs, and doodles. "Many of my more serious drawings
are often embellished with doodles that have no relation whatever to
the drawing. I don't like this, but it happens nevertheless." Such bits of
whimsicality of fantasy lighten the "loneliness, isolation and a kind of
stark. Typical his work,
Charles Burchfield was born in 1893 in Ashtabula, Ohio, and studied at
the Cleveland School of Art. From 1921 to 1929 he was employed by the
Burge Company in Buffalo, New York, as a designer of wallpaper. He lived
and worked in the Buffalo area until his death in 1969. "I could never
get down on paper the ideas for pictures that throng my mind. I thank God
for creating me and allowing me to live in His work."
Burchfield was very much his own man. His work is not derivative nor is
he associated with any school or movement. Intrigued by the changes wrought
by season and weather, he carried on a lifelong love affair with nature
and was fascinated with old houses which he often sought to humanize, the
windows many times looking like eyes.
A film, "The Sites of a City : Charles Burcfield's Buffalo," will be
shown in the Marly Room of the Museum each Thursday at 1:30 and Sunday
at 2:00 from Sunday, October 13 to Sunday, November 4. The 30 minute
film presents not only the majority of the major watercolors that Burchfield
painted of Buffalo neighborhoods, but also the sites as they appear today.
In the period covered by the film, 1922-1962, Burchfield ranged out from
the Lower West Side, painting scenes from the Harbor, Downtown, the East
Side and South Park. Selections from Beethoven constitute the background music.
CROW' S NEST Page Three
USF ROTC is NUMBER 1 in nation
The University of South Florida's 43 member ROTC unit has won top
honors as the number one ROTC unit in the nation.
According to USF Professor of Military Science, Major Milton Corley,
the unit, on the "Warrior of the Pacific" trophy following competition this
summer with 288 major college ROTC teams from across the country. .
USF was awarded first place recognition earlier in the summer within
the first ROTC region.
USF tied with the University of Florida ROTC unit for the national
trophy, even though USF had beaten UF in the regional contest at Ft. Bragg,
N. C. Major Corley explained that the cadet scores were graded by a computer
that gave universities different weights in the national competition.
Page 2
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Competing in such areas as weapons skills , military leadership ability,
advanced physical fitness and first aid, eleven of the USF cadets finished
first in their fifty man platoons and two were rated number one in their
250 man companies.
Cadet Lt. Col. Paul G. McCoy was winner of the "Association of U. Army" medal.
He was the top graduate in his battallion and high scorer
at Advance Camp within the Tampa area group. He was third of 3,322 cadets overall.
According to one of their instructors, Capt. Charley Marino? Jr., "The.
success that our cadets have achieved is in direct proportion to the number
of hours that they spent in training and total dedication to their training.
It attests to their abilities as future Army Officers.
Captain Marino also stated, "Most of the training was conducted by the
senior cadets in the ROTC program. Last year's graduating seniors were .
responsible for the training that the winning cadets received. This year's
group will train our juniors to be equally successful at the 1980 ROTC
Advance Camp. The formula is simple: winners produce winners."
Many girls are behind in reading skills. The Girls Clubs of Pinellas
County has an answer to this problem, but we need your help.. Two hours
a week is will it takes to be a tutor and to help a girl improve her
reading skills. We offer a training program in the use of special
materials. For more information on the Girls Clubs Reading Program
call: 461-1653 or 461-1654. '
CROW'S NEST
Social science honorsociety chartered at USF
The University of South Florida College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
held a charter membership meeting Oct. 3 for the new chapter of the
National Social Science Honor Society, Pi Gamma Mu.
Membership is open to juniors, seniors, graduate students and faculty with
30 or more quarter hours of social science studies and at least a 3.0 grade
point average. Pi Gamma Mu currently has 10 chapters and 115,000 members,
nationwide.
Dr. Roy VanNeste, history department and Stuart Teller, senior political
science major, are the coordinators. Dr. Larry Durance Florida Southern
College, will install the new chapter at the formal initiation ceremonies
Nov. 11, at 7 PM in the University center Ballroom (CTR 251).
Please contact Dr. VanNeste 974- 2688, or Teller, 971-2479 for further information.
PRIVATE SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS
In response to many inquiries concerning financial assistance programs offered by
private groups outside. the school, the Financial Aid Office now has a volume
available that lists many such resources. While this office cannot recommend any
specific fund or agency, it will provide the information for any students wishing
to do their own research on this matter. The volume may not be taken
from the Financial Aid Office.
POSTAGE STAMPS ON SALE IN THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE (SPB-113).
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Crow's Nest
The CROW'S NEST is printed bi-weekly on Tuesdays. If you have any information,
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features, personals, free student-to-student advertisements (for rent, for sale,
etc.) please leave them at the Activities Office. Deadline for submitted material
is the preceding Thursday before publication.
Programs, activities and facilities of USF are available to all on a
non-discriminatory basis without regard to color, race, creed, sex,
religion, age or national origin. USF is an affirmative
Equal Opportunity Employer.
The CROW'S NEST is printed by the Student Activities Office.
Two concerts are scheduled at Clearwater Guitar Gallery
(1088 Kapp Drive, Clearwater) : Oct. 21-ELAN ON FIDDLE-3 PM FREE
Oct. 26- KEN SPOONER-8:30 PM and STEVE STANGE $2.50 believe it!
IN CONCERT SUNDAY, OCT. 28
University of South Florida St. Petersburg Auditorium 830 first street s ...
3:00-5:00PM
FREE OPEN
The NEW YORKERS concert is provided by a grant from the Music Performance Trust
Funds public service organization created and financed by the Recording Industries
under agreeements with the American Federation of Musicians. The grant was
obtained with the cooperation of local 427 , American Federation of Musicians.
CROW'S NEST Traffic and Parking Regulations
Governing the Use of Vehicles on the St. Petersburg Campus
FOREWORD
The policies and regulation; contained herein are given the effect of
law by Florida Statutes, 239.53.239.58, which are quoted in part below:
1 "The Board of Regents shall adopt and promulgate rules and
regulations which it ends necessary, convenient or advisable
for the safety. welfare and reach of the students, faculty members, and
all other persons. governing traffic on the grounds of
each institution of higher learning under its management
When promulgated. said rules and regulations shall have the
force and effect of municipal ordinances of the adjacent municipality
and shall be enforceable as such, as herein provided.
All ordinances of the adjacent municipality relating to traffic
which are not in conflict or consistent with the traffic rules
and regulations adopted be Board of Regents shall extend*
and be applicable to tile sounds of the institute of higher learning."
These regulations have beer recorded under the Florida State
Administrative Procedures Act
PARKING DEFINED? Any vehicle stopped on the side of the road
or off the road. The parked condition of the vehicle is not altered
by occupancy, motor running. or flashing hazard light.
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2. REGISTRATION REGULATIONS
3.
A. Vehicles used on campus by faculty, staff, and concessionaire employees.
night or day, full-time or part-time, must be registered
and must bear a distinctive USF decal.
B. Vehicles may be registered during formal registration at
the beginning of each academic quarter, or anytime between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.
on weekdays at the
Cashier's Office in Building "A."
C. Any person wishing to register a vehicle must present a
valid faculty, student, or employee identification
which will form the basis for the type of decal to be issued.
D. Vehicles used by faculty, staff, concessionaire employees
and OPS employees must be registered during the personnel processing period II
Page 4
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a vehicle is brought to the University after the processing period,
It must be registered
the first day on Campus.
E. All registrations and distinctive decals for an academic
year expire on August 31 except for bicycles. Registration and decals for bicycles
are valid for four years.
F. There is no grace period lor registration of vehicles and
acquisition of distinctive decal. Operators of unregistered
vehicles are subject to fine in accordance with the Schedule of Violation Charges.
paragraph 14.
G. No person may register one vehicle under his or her name
which belongs to another staff member, student, or employee.
VEHICLE REGISTRATION FEES
A Decals for vehicles with three wheels or more.
1 If registered prior to or during
Quarter I $20.00
2. If registered at the beginning
or during Quarter II . $16.00
3. If registered at the beginning
or during Quarter III. $12.00
4. If registered at the beginning
or during Quarter IV $8.00
5. If registered for any single quarter
or fraction thereof $8.00
8 Decal for two-wheeled motor vehicles $5.00
c. Decal for bicycle $1.00
D Charge for replac1ng lost, damaged or
destroyed decals .$ 1 00
(remains of old decals must be brought to Cashier's Office
Affidavit must be signed for lost or stolen decals.)
E. Disabled operators in accordance
with Para 316.163, Chapter 316.
Florida Statutes . No Charge
F. There will be no refunds after a vehicle has been registered
CROW'S NEST
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4. DISPLAYING DECALS, AND TEMPORARY PARKING
PERMITS
A. Decals serving as evidence of registration will be issued to
each registrant. Decals will be immediately and permanently affixed to the
registered vehicle in accordance with
instructions on the decal format. If not affixed, registration shell be invalid
B. Decals for two-wheeled vehicles (motorcycles, mo-peds,
and bicycles) will be displayed on the rear lender.
C. Decals ore issued for a specific vehicle and operator. They
are not transferable.
D. Decals must be removed from a vehicle on disposal of the
vehicle.
E. Decals shall not be replaced or reproduced.
F. Only current USF decals shall be displayed on any registered vehicle.
G. Temporary parking permits will be visibly displayed over
the dashboard in the front window of automobiles or
taped in a clearly visible manner on other vehicles.
5. TRAFFIC REGULATIONS
A. Traffic rules, regulations, and directive signs governing the
use of motor vehicles are in effect 24 hours a day, unless
specifically limited Inclement weather does not bar t heir
enforcement.
B. Motorists shall yield the right-of-way to pedestrians crossing the roadway
within a crosswalk.
C. The campus speed limit is 10 m.p.h. unless otherwise posted.
D. U-turns are prohibited on campus at all times.
E. Unnecessary noise horns and mufflers or any other
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noise-making device IS strictly prohibited on campus at all times.
F. It is unlawful to drive on sidewalks. paths, or glass.
G. All vehicles must be brought to a complete stop before
proceeding through intersections where stop signs are located.
H. It is unlawful to drive around a barricade or drive on a
section of road under construction unless indicated open
for traffic.
I. It is unlawful to tear down. alter. deface, or remove a
traffic control dev1ce or detour sign.
J. TO ASSIST BLIND PERSONS (WHITE CANE LAW)
State Statute 413.07
Par. 2 Whenever a pedestrian is crossing or altering to
cross a public street or highway, guided by guide dog of
carrying in a raised or extended position a cane walk through
stick which is white in color or tipped w1th red,
of every vehicle approaching the intersection or place
where such pedestrian is attempting to cross. shall take
such precautions as may be necessary to avoid in,
such pedestrian.
Par. 4 Any person who violates any provision of this section, shall upon
summary Conviction thereof, be sentenced to a fine not Preceding twenty dollars and
cost of prosecution, and fault of payment thereof.
shall undergo imprisonment not exceeding ten days
K. ALL PERTINENT FLORIDA TRAFFIC LAWS ARE
APPLICABLE EVEN THOUGH NOT MENTIONED
SPECIFICALLY HEREIN.
6. PARKING REGULATIONS
A Vehicles shall be parked only in spaces specifically
marked fer parking. The absence of NO PARKING signs
does not simply that parking is allowed.
B. Motor vehicles must be parked within the authorized
parking space Parking on or over a marker line is prohibited. Vehicles parked
parallel to a curb shall be within
one foot of the curb and inside parking markers
C. Vehicles shall not be parked such a manner as to obstruct vehicular pedestrian
traffic OR WHEELCHAIR
RAMPS, or interfere with normal operational activities, or
create a hazard
D. Double parking prohibited at all times.
E. Parking on gran, sidewalks, or crosswalks, loading zones,
or on streets, except where specifically marked for parking is prohib1ted.
F. Persons who have registered vehicles and temporarily 15
days or less) drive another car, must acquire a temporary parking permit
G. Any vehicle parked on campus shall be parked at the risk
of the owner
H. Disabled or abandoned vehicles shall be towed away at
the owner's expense after be parked on campus for three days or more.
Major repairs to vehicles shall not be performed on campus.
J . Vehicles will not enter or park within tile confines on any
building unless specifically approved for rep, parking or
storage of vehicles.
K. Exceptions to these regulat1ons may be applied for at
Campus Police.
7 . TOW AWAY POLICY
Vehicles are subject to being Towed away at the operator's
expense under any of the following conditions
A. Disabled or abandoned her three days or more
B. Obstructing vehicular or pedestrian traffic or wheelchair
ramps, interfering with university operational activities or
creating a hazard to persons or equipment
C. Failure to respond to one or "'One valid parking tickets.
8 . SPECIAL PARKING FACILITIES
A. Any student, staff, faculty or concessionaire member with
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a physical disability which impedes walking may apply to
the Traffic Department for a special reserved parking space.
B. Assignment of lots to staff , students, and Visitors shall be
applicable from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p .m. each normal
working day only.
9. STAFF AND STUDENT PARKING
A.
B.
Students may not park in staff lots, nor may staff park in
student lots except after 5:00p.m. on normal work days
or on holidays.
Special staff spaces are marked Reserved 24 Hours Staff
Only. These spaces are reserved at all times lor stall and
faculty. Students may not park in these space at any
time. (Continued on Page Eight)
CROW'S NEST
(Continued From Page Seven)
10. REGULATIONS GOVERNING SCOOTERS, MOTORCYCLES, BICYCLES AND MOPEDS
A. Drovers are responsible for observing the same traffic regulations as
those governing automobiles.
8 . Driving or riding scooters, mopeds or motorcycles on
grass, sidewalks, or on the confines of a building is prohibited.
C. It is unlawful for mo re than one person to ride at the
same time unless the vehicle is designed for and equipped
with a seat for the second person.
D. Drivers shall park only in special racks or designated areas.
E. Parking in automobile parking spaces on campus is prohibited at all times.
11. VIOLATION PAYMENT PROCEDURE
A. All vehicles or operators involved in traffic or parking
violations shall be ticketed by members of the Campus
Police. The citation shall show the nature of the violation
and the identity of the issuing officer.
B. If any vehicle is found on the campus in violation of these
regulations, the person in whose name the vehicle is registered (in campus
and lor state records) shall be responsible
for the violation.
C. All persons who are ticketed for non-moving violations
shall permit fines at the Cashier's Office with in three
working days from the date of the ticket Violation
charges according to the published schedule are payable
immediately. Persons with do not have the amount of time
violation. charge available shall report to the Campus Police within three
working days from the date of the ticket
and arrange for extended payment.
12. HEARING
A. Any person who alleges being unjustly ticketed and
wishes to have a hearing shall report to the Campus Police
within seven working days from the date of the ticket
arrange for a formal appeal to the Director of Administrative Affairs.
B. The right to a formal hearing will be forfeited after seven
working days from the date of the ticket.
13. SPECIFIC VIOLATIONS
A. The following shall be ticketed as parking (non-moving)
violations:
1. Parking in No Parking zone or loading zone
2. Parking out of assigned area
3. Parking facing traffic or backed into diagonal or perpendicular parking space
4. Parking In reserved or handicapped space
5. Overtime parking
6. Double parking
7. Parking which blocks traffic
8. Parking on grass (other than designated areas)
B. The following shall constitute registration violations:
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1. Any registration obtained through falsehood or willful misrepresentation.
2. Failure to attach decals in accordance with soctron
411:.
Page Eight
3. Attaching decals to a vehicle. other than that for
which they were obtained.
4 . Failure to register vehicle.
14. SCHEDULE OF VIOLATION CHARGES
A. Accidents and accidents causing injuries shall be referred
to St. Petersburg Police Department.
8. Parking Violations Out of Area: each
In Reserved Handicapped Space . .
C. Vehicle Registration Violations each .
D. Late Charges
1. After three working days . . . .
2. After seven more working days .
3. After another seven working days
15. PAYMENT OF FINES
$2.00
10.00
$10.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
A. Any individual who receives a parking citation must either
mail payment in the envelope provided, pay it at the
Cashier's Office or arrange to pay the violation charge to
the Cashier's Offrce within three working days.
8. If the citation is not cleared within three working days
from the date of the citation, a late charge of one dollar
will be added to the violation charge for each additional seven days.
16. OTHER PENALTIES
A. If no response rs received with in ten working days from
the date of a delinquent notice of a violation, parking
privileges for vehicles registered in the violator's name may be revoked.
B. Permission to operate a vehicle on campus may be revoked for a period
up to 12 months and the operator so
notified by the Campus Police whenever:
1. Any person falsifies or misrepresents information
when applying for driving and parking privileges.
2. Any person lends his vehicle to another when the
latter Is not entitled to driving privileges.
C. Any violation not cleared at the end of 17 days shall be
referred to Finance and Accounting, Tampa Campus, for
collection.
Programs, activities and facilities of the Unive1sity of South Florida.
are available to all on a non-discriminatory basis, without regard to
race, color, creed, religion, sex, age, nations/ origin, or handicap.
The University is an affirmative action Equal Opportunity
Employer.
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The "Natural Disaster Preparedness" lecture given by Mr. Vinny D'Angelo
the other day was most informative. Having been buffeted by only the fringe
of David earlier this fall, then arriving back here to hold my breath over
which way Frederic was heading made the slide presentation very convincing?
Mr. D'Angelo repeatedly mentioned the library as being the safest place on
campus to ride out a storm and I agree with him. So the library staff wishes
to extend an invitation to all who get caught on campus by the next hurricane
to bring your flashlights and sleeping bags and we'll furnish every one with
a good book. Food for thought--sandbags extra .
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Speaking of books and term papers and the thought of midterms coming
up have you climbing the wall, why not take home something to relax the
thought processes and get the nerves untangled~ For the ladies, Nora Kinzer's
Stress and the American Woman shows you how to combat this villain of our
times. Also two books by and about Betty Ford are interesting: The Times of
My Life,and First Lady's Lady by Sheila Weidenfeld .
I especially recommend the following for that unwinding weekend: Sam
Levenson's You Don't Have to be in Who's Who to Know What's What and Aunt
Erma's Coed Book: How to Get From Monday to Friday ... in 12 days, by Erma
Bombeck. who else Theres a good variety in the Recreation Reading
collection, how about checking it out? (Pun intended).
By the way, about that "hurricane wait," I'd advise you to park your
cars way north and west of Aunt Hattie's.
USF St. Pete does not have a day care center on campus, but the Office of
Student Services coordinates a unique program of direct assistance with
day care costs to student-parents with pre-school children.
For complete information, please contact Edna Hubner (SPB- 114).
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ALERT--STUDENT GOVERNMENT
POSITIONS OPEN
The USF-St. Pete Campus Student
Government has several openings.
Representatives are needed from
the following Colleges:
Education
Engineering
Nursing
(1)
(1)
(1)
Special Student (3)
For new Students
All new students on the St. Petersburg Campus must attend
Academic Orientation/Advising
on Jan. 4, 1980 at either
10 a.m. or 6 p.m. in the North
Lounge of "B" Building, St. Petersburg Campus.
PINELLAS INSTITUTE OF KARATE (667
Central Ave.) 822-0666. 10% discount
for USF students with ID.
PLITT THEATRE tickets are on sale in
the Student Activities Office. Tickets
are $2 each and can be used at the
Plaza I and II, Dolphin, Sunshine
Mall theatres.
CRAFT SHOWCASE at Tyrone Square Mall
Suffers a 10% discount on purchases
Camera Stores is open
opening Oct. 17 at 2 p.m. at the USF, Tampa Campus. Available to all
members of the campus
The Perrier Parcourse Fitness Circuit will incorporate running and a community.
detailed series of prescribed exercises to provide a total workout, according
to Chuck Smith, an associate professor of physical education and one of the
original initiators of bringing the Parcourse trail to USF.
Signs along the one-and-a-half mile trail instruct the runner to stop at
any or all of the 18 exercise stations along the way and spend a few minutes
doing exercises that will help with flexibility, strength and muscle tone.
The trail has been made possible by a Perrier Parcourse Grant Program,
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although many of the materials were donated by local businesses and the actual
construction of signs and station stops has been done by physical education .
staff members and majors.
The opening will feature a free fitness clinic, conducted by Parcourse
fitness, experts, and all entrants will receive a free Perrier Parcouse Fitness
t-shirt. Free glasses of Perrier water will also be served.
The run will begin on Sycamore Drive, across from the Baptist Student
Union, where entrants will be led to the trail which is located adjacent to
E. Holly Drive, between Maple and Sycamore Drives.
The opening and regular use of the trail is free and open to the public.
For further information, call 974- 2125.
SERVICES
HOUSING INFORMATION? Contact Edna
Hubner in Student Affairs Office,
SPB 114.
LAW SCHOOL reference materials and
related information available. Contact
Dr. Regis Factor, SPA 207.
SECRETARIAL SERVICES: Professional
typing done in my home. Accurate;
reliable; reasonable; prompt. Call
Stephanie: 345-3549. Dissertations,
Term Papers, Personal and Business:
Law Reviews.
LOST AND FOUND Contact Student Activities Office (SPB -113).
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TYPING? Call Mrs. D at 447-6890 for
all your typewritten assignments!
Materials furnished, low reasonable
rate - also copies.
TYPING SERVICE specializing in
manuscripts and editing?. Call D. Evans
(525- 1315). Author's Assistant,
College English Dept. experience.
Baby Sitting on weekends. Some during
the week. Contact P. Ham, 822- 6013.
ROOM FOR RENT
Need to rent a room? Have spare bedroom available for female only.
Includes privileges of entire home,
plus food. You mess, you clean.
Rent $200 . Contact Theresa 525-2868.
AVAILABLE
AKC Red Mini-Dachshunds. Champion
breeds of both sire and bitch. Pups
born 9/24/79 . Available 11/12/79.
All female. Contact Theresa 525-2868.
WANTED?
Wanted: the following used books:
Inequality Controversy, Inequality:
Sqc. Str., Freudian Psych., and The
Culture of Narcissism. Call Willie,
397-8124.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Can you spare 1-1 1/2 hrs, twice a week,
to teach an adult to read and write?
Call Vic Johnson, 525- 4173 or leave
your name with Student Activities.
No experience necessary. Training will
be provided by St. Pete Literacy
Council.
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